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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently the mathematical theory of non-commutative (quantum) infor- 
mation channels has been investigated by many authors: Umegaki [7,9], 
Ohya [6], Holevo [3], etc. In the present paper we study mathematical 
information channels which have a non-commutative system between input 
and output spaces. For this, a concept of generalized channels is 
introduced. It is defined as a strongly measurable mapping from a 
measurable space (A, J@‘) to the space 7’,(H) of self-adjoint trace-class 
operators on a separable Hilbert space H. If a generalized channel v and an 
observable c( are given, we can construct a usual mathematical channel 
~1. v: (A, d) + M(R, 9) by 
@z’V(U, ‘)= (v(a), a(.)>, 
where M(R, B) is the space of bounded signed measures on (R, 9) and 
(., . ) is the dual form between T(H) and B(H). Such a channel is an object 
of our study. Then we can define the information quantity of the channel 
CI. v, if a probability measure on A is given. We write it by Z( v; a). Let a and 
/l be observables. If the range of tl is contained in the range of fi, it may be 
expected the inequality Z(v; a) < Z(v; p). We shall show it and give a con- 
dition for it to be equal. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space. Then B(H) is the space of 
bounded linear operators on H and T(H) the space of trace-class operators 
on H. D(H) denotes the set of positive trace-class operators on H with unit 
trace-norm and T,(H) the space of self-adjoint race-class operators on H. 
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We call an element in D(H) a density operator. The canonical bilinear form 
(., ) on T(H) x B(H) is defined as 
(~,x)=Tr(~.a), 
where p E Z’(H) and a E B(H). 
Let R be the real line and $2 be the o-field of all Bore1 sets in R. A spec- 
tral measure on (R, 8) is called an observable in this paper. 
Let (X,3”) and (Y, WY) be measurable spaces. Let j* and ,u be probability 
measures on X. The Kullback-Leibler information number Z(pl,I) is defined 
as 
otherwise. 
Z(p ( 2) is always non-negative and vanishes only for p = E,. If ,u is a 
measure on X and t a measurable mapping from X to Y, then pt ’ is the 
measure on Y defined by 
/.oF) = At ‘(F)) for FE?~. 
A a-subfield 3”’ of X is said to be sufficient with respect to a family 
{p;: in Z} of probability measures on X if for each E E X, there exists a 
SC’-measurable function QE such that 
QE(x) = P,(E 1 T’)(x) piia.e. for any i E Z, 
where P,(. 1 3’) is the conditional probability for p, with respect o X’. We 
say that a measurable mapping t from X to Y is sufficient if the a-subfield 
t-‘(Y) is sufficient. The following theorem is well known (Kullback [4]). 
THEOREM 1. Let (X, %) and ( Y, 94) be measurable spaces and t he a 
measurable mapping from X to Y. Let p and I be probability measures on X. 
Then 
Z(pt ’ / W’)<Z(p / A). (*I 
Zf p 4 11, a condition for (*) to be equal is that t is sufficient with respect o 
iP3 11. 
3. A GENERALIZED CHANNEL AND OBSERVABLES 
Throughout this section, for the sake of convenience, the terminology 
used in Umegaki [S] is employed. 
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DEFINITION 1. Let (A, ~2) be a measurable space. A generalized chan- 
nel v is defined as a strongly measurable mapping from A to T,(H) which 
satisfies v(a) E D(H) for all a E A. 
Now we fix a generalized channel v on A. If an observable c( is given, we 
can consider the following diagram: 
The mapping CI. v from A to M(R, 9) defined by 
a v(a) = (v(a), 4.1) 
for QEA may be considered as a strongly measurable channel in the sence 
of Umegaki [S]. Therefore we can define the information quantity of CI. v, 
if a prior probability measure p on A is given. Henceforth we fix a prior 
probability measure p on (A, sJ). 
DEFINITION 2. Let v be a generalized channel on A and a be an obser- 
vable. Then, define two probability measures, P, on d x 9 and p, on 9I? by 
for EE& and F’E%‘, and 
P,(F) = P,(A x F) for FEN?. 
Now the information quantity Z(v; a) of the channel CI. v is defined as 
4% a) = QP, I p x P,). 
THEOREM 2. Let v be a generalized channel on A. Let a and /I be obser- 
vubles. Then a(9) c j?(9) implies 
ProoJ: A necessary and sufficient condition such that a(B) c B(9) is 
that there exists a Bore1 function t: R + R which satisfies 
a(F) = K-‘(F)) for any FE .G%? 
(Varadarajan [lo]). Using the function t, define a mapping T by 
T A x R + A x R, (a, r) + (a, t(r)). 
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Then T is .d x &?-measurable. We can easily see the following results: 
P,(ExF)=P,,(T-‘(ExF)), 
~xp,(ExF)=wx,iU ‘(ExF)), 
for E E d and FE 9. Therefore, by Theorem 1, we obtain 
Z(v; co = w, I P x Pa) 
=Z(P,T ’ 1 pxppgT-‘) 
ap,j I PXPp) 
= I( v; p). 
COROLLARY. Zf two observables, a and p, have the same range, then 
Z( v; a) = I( v; /?). 
Next we consider a problem, what is a condition such that the equality 
of Theorem 2 holds. An answer is given as a consequence of the following 
theorem. 
Let n: (A, &) --+ M(X, S?) be a strongly measurable channel. Let t be a 
measurable mapping from X to Y. Then, define a new channel 
nt-‘:(A,d)+M(Y,94) by 
ntC’(a) = n(a, t ‘(.)). 
THEOREM 3. Suppose a probability measure p on (A, d) is given. Zf t is 
sufficient with respect o {n(a): a E A}, then 
Z(7c)=Z(7cr1). 
ProoJ: Let E E d, FE S?, and G E q. We define probability measures P, 
P,, P, and pt by 
P(E x F) = j 0, F) Ada), p(F) = P(A x F), 
E 
P,(E x G) = s, nt-‘(a, G) p(da), p,(G) = P,( A x G). 
Let T be a d x %-measurable mapping on A x X defined by T(a, x) = 
(a, t(x)). Then, 
P, = PT- I, 
~~xpI=(~~xP) T-‘. 
Now we must see Z(P 1 px p)=Z(PT-’ 1 (px p) T--l). 
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Since rr is strongly measurable, by Umegaki [8], there exists a measure 
on (X, %) which dominates {z(u): a E A }. Therefore we can construct a 
probability measure Lr, 
zz= f c,7c(a,) 
i= I ( 
iz, ci= 1, Ci>O, i= 1,2,3 )... ), 
which is equivalent to {X(U): a E A }. Here we put 
k(a, x) = n(a, dx)/zz(dx). 
Then k(a, .) is X, (=t-l(g))- measurable by sufficiency. Also k(a, x) is 
d x %-measurable (Umegaki [ 81). Hence k(a, x) is d x X,-measurable. 
We define h(x) by 
0) = j 4% x) PL(dQ). 
Then h(x) is !&-measurable. Therefore we obtain the following: 
p(F)=j (jF 
= J h(x) zz(dx), F 
and 
P(E xF) = s,, F k(a, x) a x m 
= J ha, x) - 4P x P). ExF h(x) 
It follows that P4p x p and dP/d(p x p) is d x X,-measurable. Hence 
T- ‘(a x CY) = d x X, is sufficient with respect to {P, p x p). Then, by 
Theorem 1, we complete the proof. 
The following is immediate from Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 4. Let v be a generalized channel on A. Let CI be an observable 
and t a Bore1 function on R. If t is sufficient with respect to {(v(a), a(.)): 
a E A}, then Z(v; a) = Z(v; /?), where /?(.) = a(t-I(.)). 
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